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Introduction
This guide was developed by CERT NZ
and The Research Agency*.
We have created Cyber Change to
offer insights and spark ideas among
organisations and others working in
security awareness to help nudge
New Zealanders to be more
secure online.
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The challenge

Many New Zealanders view cyber

and there isn’t one single reason

security as something for the tech-

for this. A number of barriers

minded, but the reality is everyday

prevent people from taking action

people are at the centre of it.

to improve their online security.

New Zealanders are increasingly

For example, some people don’t

experiencing cyber security incidents,

believe cyber security threats are

and as a result are losing their money,

relevant to them; where as others

information and privacy.

aren’t aware of how and why

The good news is many cyber

cyber security incidents happen.

security incidents can be prevented,
*You can read more about us on page 70, and more about
the research methodology on page 68.

or have less impact, when protective
measures are put in place.

Some underestimate the possible
impacts these incidents can have
or aren’t aware what steps they

This includes seemingly simple

can take to protect against them.

actions like changing privacy settings

Behavioural science can play

in social media and using long, strong

a role in understanding and

and unique passwords.

overcoming these barriers and

Although we say these actions are

unlocking opportunities to help

simple, people aren’t always taking
them despite their best intentions –

people take action and better
protect themselves online.

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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A behavioural
science approach
What nudges are

Why we use nudges

Human behaviour is complex and people don’t always act in a way that

Effectiveness

is straightforward. Our behaviour is affected by emotions, social factors,

Small changes in context can have a dramatic impact on behaviour

our environment and importantly, cognitive biases. Nudging draws on the
understanding of cognitive biases and the wider field of behavioural science
– a growing body of research based on psychology, neuroscience and economics.
Cognitive biases are our brain’s mental short cuts. Biases guide our decision

change. They can be a cost-effective way of enhancing campaigns,
policies and service interventions to achieve better outcomes.
Grounded in human behaviour

making and influence our behaviour without us even being consciously aware

Nudges and the field of behavioural science look beyond awareness

they are doing so. Biases can be helpful – sticking with the status quo and buying

raising and siloed thinking. They draw on a broad range of psychological,

the same things we always buy helps us save time and know what to expect -

social and behavioural constraints; an understanding of human behaviour

but biases can also hinder us. In some instances, they can lead us to make rash

is at the core of this field.

decisions or prevent us from taking action when we most need to.
A nudge is an intervention that steers individuals towards a desired action.
Nudging and behavioural science can help us harness the cognitive biases
working in our favour and can help overcome the biases that hinder us.

From intention to action
Despite best intentions and preferences, people frequently don’t act
on them. Nudges help overcome the intention-action gap and drive
behaviour change.
From micro to macro
Micro prompts and nudges can be guided by a broader behaviour change
model to have an even greater and more systemic change. We can apply
a range of nudges using the COM-B behaviour change model.

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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COM-B MODEL

A model for
behaviour change:

COM-B
Behaviour change is complex with no one solution.
Raising awareness and building motivation, while
important, are not always enough to encourage
enduring behaviour change. Despite people’s best
intentions there are other factors that influence
whether they will take action or not.
The COM-B behaviour change model recognises
that behaviour is affected by a number of different
factors and allows us to look at behaviour change
at a more holistic level. If we are to influence behaviour
(B), we need to consider capability (C), opportunity (O)
and motivation (M).
The model was developed by Susan Michie,
Professor at University College London, United
Kingdom, where she is Director of the Centre for
Behaviour Change. Professor Michie and her team
led a systemic literature review of 19 different
behaviour change models and synthesised the
findings into the COM-B model.1

Opportunity
Can do

Capability
Know how

Motivation
Want to

The COM-B model can be described as the ‘know how,
can do, want to’ of behaviour change.
When developing nudges we need to consider
whether we’re addressing the following questions.
• Do people have the capability – the know how?
• Do people have the opportunity – the can do?
• Do people have the motivation – the want to?

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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Taking a closer look
at the COM-B model
Let’s consider the three factors that
influence behaviour in greater detail.
The factors can be broken down into
further components and used to diagnose
which nudges and interventions are put
in place.

Opportunity - Can do

Physical opportunity
Can people do the behaviour in their current environment and context?
Can they do it with their current resources and available time?

Social opportunity
Can people do the behaviour in front of their social group, in their culture?
Capability - Know how

Is it socially acceptable among their peers?

Physical capability
Do people know how to do the behaviour physically?
Do they have the right tools, equipment and physical capability?

Psychological capability
Do people know how to do the behaviour mentally?
Do they have the knowledge and mental bandwidth?
Motivation - Want to

Automatic motivation
Do people want to do the behaviour, instinctually and in the moment?

Reflective motivation
Do people want to do the behaviour, with reasoned reflection and
conscious consideration?

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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APPLYING COM-B

Being secure
in a digital world
Opportunity - Can do

•

How can we best prompt and remind
people to take action?

•

How can we use people’s existing context
and behaviours to encourage new actions?

•

How can people’s social group help prompt
secure actions?

Capability - Know how

•

Do people know how to do the behaviour?

•

Do they know what tools and actions
can help keep them secure?

•

How can we make it easy to be secure?
Motivation - Want to

•

Are we using the right motivational levers
to encourage people to be secure online?

•

How can we motivate people to be secure
when they are busy and acting on auto-pilot?

•

How can we reward secure behaviours
to encourage further action?

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE

Common online
security barriers
to overcome
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OPPORTUNITY barriers
Intention-action gap
Despite people’s best efforts and intentions, they will often forget
or will delay their online security actions, like turning on 2FA or updating
their software.
Untrusted sources
People are often getting advice from friends, family or informal sources.
This advice, while well-intentioned, is not always sound.
Lack of salience
People lead busy lives and cyber security is not always a salient issue.
This lack of awareness and appreciation for the importance of cyber
security can be a barrier to action.

MOTIVATION barriers
CAPABILITY barriers
Overly optimistic
Perceived effort

Despite a prevalence of online threats, people are still overly optimistic.

Despite the fact that some cyber security actions are simple and

Many believe that an attack won’t happen to them and if something were

straightforward, there is a perception that being secure online requires

to happen, the consequences wouldn’t be dire. As a result, the motivation

effort and upkeep.

to protect themselves online is low.

Complexity

Overconfident

While some are simple, other cyber security actions are more complex.

People are taking some actions to protect themselves online, for example,

Many people don’t have the knowledge of how password managers or

looking for secure payment settings when shopping online. However, they

two-factor authentication (2FA) work, and find them too difficult to use.

are overly confident that the small number of actions they are taking will

Low confidence
Capability can refer to people’s mental understanding and confidence.

fully protect them. As a result, the motivation to do more is low.
Low individual motivation

Saying ‘no’, hanging up or pausing to verify a phone scammer requires

For some audiences, there is a sense that being proactive with cyber

confidence and understanding that not everyone has.

security is not up to them as an individual, rather it is the responsibility of
their bank, workplace, government or other large players to act.

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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key behaviours
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Online security
behaviours

A key part of behaviour change and using the
COM-B model is understanding what behaviours
need to be influenced.

Authentication

In the case of online security, there are many
actions people can take to protect themselves,
from creating long and strong passwords through
to regularly updating security software across
all devices.
On the following page are the key recommended
online security behaviours this guide focuses on.
Please note: this is not an exhaustive list of potential
online security behaviours.

•

Using long and strong passwords

•

Using different passwords for each online account

•

Using two-factor authentication

•

Using a password manager

Keeping systems up to date
•

Updating software, browsers and apps to the latest version

•

Installing and running cyber security software or apps
on devices

Sharing information
•

Not sharing personal information online with unknown people

•

Setting social media accounts to private

Double checking trusted sites and payments
•

Only making purchases from websites that use trusted
and secure payment systems

•

Verifying links in text messages and emails that are not from
trusted and familiar sources before responding or clicking

•

Reading customer reviews and feedback online to check if
a website is legitimate

Reporting
•

Reporting an online threat, attack or crime

Other
•

Staying up to date with online security advice
from official sources

•

Changing default password settings on devices like routers

•

Using a VPN (virtual private network) when using public WiFi

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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Cyber Change
18 behavioural insights for being
secure online using the COM-B
behaviour change model

CAPABILITY

•

Make it the default

•

Overcome ambiguity

•

Framing

•

Make it socially
acceptable to say ‘no’
to phone-scam callers

•

Chunking information

•

Make it easy to report

Opportunity
Can do

Capability

OPPORTUNITY

•

Fresh starts

•

Availability heuristic

•

Authority bias

•

Salience

•

Social norms

•

Habit stacking

Know how

Motivation
Want to

MOTIVATION

•

Make it human

•

Double-check mindset

•

Make it tangible

•

Use powerful analogies

•

Make it collective

•

Provide feedback

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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• Make it the default
• Overcome ambiguity

Capability
Know how

• Framing
• Make it socially acceptable to
say ‘no’ to phone-scam callers
• Chunking information
• Make it easy to report

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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CAPABILITY

Make it the default
Behavioural insight
A default is the pre-determined option. When choices and actions are
difficult or easy to delay, defaults can guide the recommended behaviour.2
For example, when the default for new employees was changed so they were
automatically enrolled in a retirement saving scheme and having to opt out
was an active step, participation increased by over 25%.3

Nudge
Many people know that they should be taking precautionary steps,

This process requires
two-factor authentication

Your device will update
automatically overnight

like updating software and using 2FA, but don’t often follow through
with their intention.
Encourage key providers and partners to make sure their
accounts and interfaces require a long and strong password with 2FA.
In addition, make sure security updates for devices and apps happen
automatically or are opt-out rather than opt-in.

Responses to security updates being
set to happen overnight as the default:
“I love this idea because it makes updating not
a job and you don’t have to make time for it.”
“Absolutely yes!! I just forget and I would not go
without my phone during waking hours to run
an update.”

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Passwords, 2FA, updating

Well suited for those who

software and devices

have low motivation to act

“My settings are set so they automatically do it at
like 2am when I’m asleep and I really like it because
I don’t have to manually update.”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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CAPABILITY

Overcome ambiguity
Behavioural insight
People tend to avoid uncertainty and ambiguity, preferring what is known
and understood.4 In the context of online security, key behaviours like using
password managers and, for some audiences, using 2FA are not well known
or understood, and people are hesitant to take up these steps.
************
************
************

Nudge
Overcome the uncertainty and ambiguity of using password
managers and 2FA by showing people what to expect and how
to use them. How-to videos, referrals from a friend and workplace

HOW TO USE A PASSWORD MANAGER

demonstrations can help overcome the uncertainty of using
something new.

Responses to overcoming ambiguity
“I would be interested in videos that show
me how to do it and explains what it is.”
Behaviour

Audience considerations

Passwords, password

Well suited for those who

managers, privacy settings,

have low motivation to act

2FA, updating software
and devices

“I went and watched these videos, and a few others,
and will now be setting up a password manager
for myself!”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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CAPABILITY

Framing

CERT NZ

Behavioural insight

Rather than a mix of letters,

Our decisions and behaviours are influenced by the way information is framed.

words and symbols, try

The same information can be perceived differently depending on what features

a passphrase - it’s a random

are highlighted. A yoghurt that is framed as ’90% fat-free’ comes across

phrase of four or more words

very differently to one that is framed as ‘10% fat’. How something is said is as

that’s easy for you to remember

important as what is said.5

but hard for attackers to crack.
Like

|

Comment

Nudge
We often talk about passwords, but reframing and referring
to passphrases can help people set up stronger protection
that is also easier to remember. Likewise, reframing ‘two-factor
authentication’ to ‘two-step verification’ can help people better
understand the process. In addition, the term ‘cyber’
and ‘cyber security’ can have connotations of circuit boards,
hooded hackers and the deep web, whereas ‘online security’
or ‘being secure online’ can be used as a more relatable,
everyday term.

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Passwords, 2FA

Well suited for those who
have low motivation to act

Responses to reframing ‘password’
to ‘passphrase’:
“I already use passphrases for my work and have
implemented this in my personal life passwords too.
I think a phrase makes it easier to remember
and harder for bots to guess.”
“I have never heard that term but I think it is
a fantastic idea because of being so much easier
to remember.”
“Great idea…I have just started using this
and will tell my friends.”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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CAPABILITY

Make it socially acceptable to
say ‘no’ to phone-scam callers
Behavioural insight
Our social context influences our behaviour. We tend to follow social codes of
conduct and stick to the norms, or what’s ‘socially acceptable’ among our peers,
culture and wider society.6 For example, it’s not considered socially acceptable
to take your shoes off around strangers in a restaurant, but it is at home around
friends and family.

If in doubt, just say:
“I’m busy at the moment, but I will call
back on the 0800 number later today.”
“I just need to check with my partner /
daughter / colleague first and will call
back on the 0800 number.”

Nudge
Some audiences find hanging up or saying ‘no’ to a scam caller
difficult, awkward and, in some instances, impolite. Arming people
with socially acceptable ways to say no to phone scams can help
them end the call, be secure and avoid a possible incident.

Responses to socially acceptable
ways to say ‘no’:
“These responses are helpful for people like me who
are a bit passive in an unexpected situation.”

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Not sharing financial and

Well suited for those who

personal information -

have less confidence

for example, login details,
credit card information.

“I think these tactics are good. Scammers rely on us
making fast decisions without consulting anyone
else. They allow the person to be polite and firm.”
“Gives you some time and it’s a safe way not to
accuse them of anything but to be able to
double check.”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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CAPABILITY
1

2

3

4

Four steps to protect
yourself online

Chunking information
Behavioural insight
Chunking information reduces the perceived effort and can make a task easier.
Sorting information into meaningful groups, categories or ‘chunks’ can not only

1

reduce the perceived effort but also improve recall.7 For example, when thinking
clothes, toiletries, devices and travel documents.

2

Rather than a long ‘to-do list’ of online security actions,
chunk advice and the key recommended actions into meaningful

3

Use long,
strong and
unique
passwords.

about packing for a holiday, chunk the packing list into meaningful groups:

Nudge

Passwords

Turn on
two-factor
authentication
Add an extra
layer of security
to your accounts.

groups. This shows people that being secure online can be simple
with a handful of key actions.

Stay up-to-date
Update your apps,
browsers and devices.

4

Keep your privacy
in check
Don’t share info
on untrusted websites
or with unknown
people.
Change social media
privacy settings to
‘friends only’.

CERT NZ

Responses to chunking information
“It’s overwhelming. There’s so much information
and guidance out there.”
“Make everything less complicated.”
Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited to a less confident
and less capable audience

“Show that protecting yourself is simple.”
“A simple three-or-four-step process.”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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CAPABILITY

Make it easy to report
Behavioural insight
people from taking action. Simplifying a process and removing obstacles improves

Report an online incident
in three easy steps

the cognitive ease and the likelihood of people completing the desired behaviour.8

Fill in this quick form or call 0800 CERT NZ

Processes that are confusing or unknown and require high effort can prevent

cert.govt.nz

Nudge
Make it easy to report an online security incident by keeping
the process simple, short and seamless. Part of making it easy is also
making it clear where to go to report an incident. In addition, dial up
the motivation and give people more reason to report. For example,
explaining up front that reporting helps protect other people
from experiencing the same incident.

Responses to making it easier
to report:
“Have a clear path on how to report.”
“First off knowing where to actually report them.”
”If there was one place you go to to lodge
a complaint without all the drama.”

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Reporting a cyber

Well suited for a broad audience

security incident

“If it were an easy pop up on your phone like
‘This message was from a unknown number,
would you like to report it and block the number?’”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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• Fresh starts
• Authority bias

Opportunity
Can do

• Social norms
• Availability heuristic
• Salience
• Habit stacking
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OPPORTUNITY
A guid
e to be
ing
secure
with y
our
new d
evice

Fresh starts

me!

o
Welc

Behavioural insight

THE
TECH
STOR
E

The fresh start effect refers to special occasions or ‘temporal landmarks’.
These are key moments where people are more likely to reflect and take action.
For example, New Year’s Eve is a well-known fresh start for resetting goals.9

Nudge
There are key moments when implementing online security
behaviours are more relevant to people. These align to fresh
starts, like setting up a new device or a first-time login.
For example, work with technology providers to use key
moments, like when someone purchases a new device
to provide relevant online security steps. This could be
an ‘online security welcome pack’.

Moments where people are more likely
to implement online security measures:

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Passwords, password

Well suited for a broad audience

managers, updating

regardless of capability and

software and devices, 2FA

confidence

Setting up a new device

63%

Setting up a financial service

48%

Signing up to a new website

44%

CERT NZ Cyber Security Research Apr 22; Q: We would like to understand the
moment in which you typically implement cyber security measures. From the
list below, please select which apply. Base: New Zealanders total sample n=1,217

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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GET CYBER SMART

OPPORTUNITY

Authority bias

1

Behavioural insight
It’s not just the message that matters, but also who it’s from. Authority bias

2

3

4

Four steps to be secure online

is our tendency to give greater weight to information provided by authority
figures. Authority can come in the form of experts, people or organisations

LEARN MORE AT CERT.GOVT.NZ

with high social standing, and is indicated through symbols and signals
of trust and authority, like trusted seals, ticks of approval or uniforms.10
This message was brought to you by the

New Zealand Government

Nudge
In the context of online security, key messengers and trusted
sources of authority are financial institutions, internet and technology

Most trusted places New Zealanders
turn to for online security information:

providers, workplaces and government agencies. However, people
are not always using these messengers as sources of information.
Make sure messaging and communication is coming from these
trusted sources.

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited for a broad audience

Information sources

Most trusted

Banks / financial institutions

36%

Government agencies

33%

Internet service providers

28%

Technology brands

19%

Workplaces

19%

CERT NZ Cyber Security Research Apr 22; Q: Where do you currently get
cyber security information and / or advice from? Q: And from that same
list of information sources, please rank your top three most trusted sources;
Base: New Zealanders total sample n=1,217

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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Today 09:40

OPPORTUNITY

Hey Dad! I just set up a password manager and I’m gonna help
you set one up too – no more forgetting your passwords,
plus it’s way more secure : )

Social norms

Over one million kiwis

Behavioural insight

report using a password manager.*

Other people’s actions can influence our own behaviour. We tend to conform

Watch the video below to see how

to the behaviour of those around us, also known as social norming. We will often

you can use a password manager too.

conform to groups we feel connected to, like our friends, family and colleagues.11

Like

Nudge
Pave the way for people to take action by showing that others are

|

Comment

Top places New Zealanders turn
to for online security information:

protecting themselves online. Use relevant ‘people like me’, like
friends, family, colleagues, and trusted authority figures. For example,
workplace IT departments, financial and internet service providers.
To dial this up even further, provide friends, family and workplaces
with trusted content and information they can share – help people
to support those around them.

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited for those who
are more likely to help others.
For example, those with higher
capability and workplaces with
staff working online.

Information sources

Current use

Banks / financial institutions

37%

Internet service providers

35%

Searching for information online

33%

Friends

29%

Websites / apps / forums

28%

Technology brands

27%

Workplaces

26%

CERT NZ Cyber Security Research Apr 22; Q: Where do you currently get cyber
security information and / or advice from? Base: New Zealanders total sample
n=1,217. Stats NZ 2018 *Census Data, 29% of population 18+ years at 3,595,267

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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OPPORTUNITY

Availability heuristic

To: All staff

Behavioural insight

From: IT department

The availability heuristic is our tendency to act off information that easily

Subject: Now’s the time to secure your online accounts

7

comes to mind. This is strongly linked to what media, advertising and news
people are exposed to.12 News stories can prompt the availability bias.
For example, households are more likely to prepare for a natural disaster
after seeing widespread coverage of an earthquake.

You may have seen the news about a large scale cyber attack
impacting Organisation A.
Although our workplace is not directly at risk, it’s a timely
reminder to make sure you are:

Nudge

•

using long, strong and unique passwords across
your online accounts (including your work email)

Use the availability heuristic by following through with advice
on how to be secure online following a significant online threat

•

that is being covered by the media. People are more likely

For help in doing this, go to your Office Hub and see the

to acknowledge the risk of online threats and act after hearing

how-to videos.

about a cyber attack.

turning on two-step verification where possible

Thanks,
IT Department

Moments where people are more likely
to implement online security

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited to a broad audience.
Well suited for workplaces to
implement.

After hearing a cyber attack story

25%

CERT NZ Cyber Security Research Apr 22; Q: We would like to understand the
moment in which you typically implement cyber security measures. From the
list below, please select which apply. Base: New Zealanders total sample n=1,217

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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OPPORTUNITY

Salience
Behavioural insight
The salience bias is our tendency to focus on information that either stands out,
is novel or is more relevant to us.13 Salience is often associated with strong visual
cues, like the size/scale, colour, luminance and movement of key information.

Your connection is not secure
To protect your information from being stolen,
this website has not been opened.

Nudge

GO BACK

In the context of online security, pop ups, alerts, notifications,
key use of colours (green for safe, red for unsafe) and symbols
of trust (padlocks and shields) can all increase the salience
of security features. Continue to increase the salience bias
in relation to less secure sites, apps and forums to help alert
people when they are at risk. Work with key providers
and partners to make sure their sites and interfaces have
implemented salient alerts for potential threats and risks.

“Users should expect the web is safe by default,
and they’ll be warned when there’s an issue…
[Google will show] the red “not secure” warning
when users enter data on HTTP pages” 14
Behaviour

Audience considerations

Emily Schechter, Product Manager, Chrome Security

Updating apps and software,

Well suited to a broad audience

2018

passwords and verifying
trusted sites and payments

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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OPPORTUNITY

Habit stacking
Behavioural insight
Habits are automatic, repeated behaviours that often happen while we’re on
autopilot. Habit stacking is using an existing habit (for example cleaning your teeth)
to prompt a new habit (flossing your teeth). As habits are regular and ongoing

Checking your savings account?

behaviours, habit stacking can be an effective way of regularly prompting a new

Be sure to check your account security too,

behaviour.15

here’s how:
•

use a long, strong, unique password

•

turn on 2FA. go to your account settings for
more information on how to do this

Nudge

Go to your account settings for more information

In the context of online security, there are ongoing habits that

on how to do this.

can be used to prompt the desired online security behaviours.
These can be general habits, like spring cleaning, check ups
or WOFs, but they can also be more relevant habits.
For example, financial habits, like tax returns, checking bank
accounts, or updating bank cards. They also could be online

Responses to habit stacking;

habits, like shutting down a device for the night.

“Tying it to a season means it can be done regularly.
Like the smoke alarm check.”
“For me, personally I find cyber security is front of
mind when I’m doing tax returns online and needing
to upload stuff and attach documents.”
“Front of mind/important is when there
is financial involvement.”
Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited for a broad audience

“I think it’s good to have a reminder when you are
finishing off work or shutting down for the day.”

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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• Make it human
• Make it tangible

Motivation
Want to

• Make it collective
• Double-check mindset
• Use powerful analogies
• Provide feedback
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FROM → Dark, shadowy, complex

MOTIVATION

Make it human
Behavioural insight
People’s behaviour and decision making is affected by priming. Priming is the
exposure to certain stimuli, like imagery or certain types of words and language.
For example, priming people through exposure to words like athletic, fit, lean
and the concept of being active makes them more likely to take the stairs
than the lift.16

Nudge
Cyber security is currently presented in the media as dark, shadowy
and complex; and something for experts, IT specialists and large
organisations to deal with. Consider priming for a more human,
everyday ‘people like me’ and empowering tone. Use imagery,

TO → Human, easy, empowering

language and tone to subconsciously motivate people into action.

************

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited for those who have
low cyber and tech capability
and confidence

CERT NZ | CYBER CHANGE
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FROM → Focusing on just ‘what to do’

MOTIVATION

Make it tangible
Behavioural insight

Be secure online

Loss aversion is a cognitive bias that refers to people’s tendency to prefer
avoiding a loss or risk to acquiring a relevant gain – losses seem larger than
gains.17 For example, avoiding a $5 surcharge is more motivating than gaining

Avoid sharing information
with people you don’t know

a $5 discount. Loss aversion taps into people’s risk aversion and threat avoidance.

Nudge
People can have a low perception of the risks that online security

TO → What to do and show why it’s important

threats can cause and may tend to be overly optimistic (taking the
‘she’ll be right’ attitude) and overconfident in their actions when
it comes to online security. Therefore, we need to make the
consequences of online threats more tangible to people and show
why it’s important to take action.
Despite increasing attacks, threats can feel abstract and distant –
there is a sense of ‘it won’t happen to me’. Additionally, many people
don’t fully grasp the consequences of digital identity loss. Without
overt fear mongering, the tangible consequences of online threats
should be dialled up, with a particular focus on the consequences

Your personal information
(name, address, DOB) is valuable
information to cyber attackers.
They can use this to try
and access your online accounts
and impersonate you online.

of digital identity theft.

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited to a broad audience

Protect your identity online
Avoid sharing information
with people you don’t know
CERT NZ
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FROM → Focusing on just ‘what to do’

MOTIVATION

Make it collective
Behavioural insight

Protect yourself online

Social norms are the rules and expectations that guide the behaviour of a social
group or a particular society. Social norms can often encourage pro-social
behaviour – we tend to act with reciprocity towards those who are in our social
group.18 An example of using pro-social motivations is framing the COVID-19

Make sure you have long and strong passwords
Turn on two-step verification

vaccination to protect vulnerable people in the community.

Nudge
Show that being secure online is something we can do with others,
and for others. Make online security collective ‘with others’ by

TO → What to do and collective messaging

showing that we’re all in this together and many people and
organisations are working to combat online threats. This helps build
a sense of momentum and herd behaviour. Make it collective
‘for others’ by showing that taking action, reporting online attacks
and supporting the less cyber savvy can protect others.
We’re protecting our
customers from cyber crime here’s how you can help too!

If your social media accounts
get hacked, your mates could
be at risk too

Protect your social accounts
with two-step verification

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited to a broad audience

Make sure you protect
your accounts with long,
strong passwords
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MOTIVATION

Double-check mindset
CERT NZ

Behavioural insight
The dual-system model contrasts System 1 thinking – fast, automatic and subconscious (for example, brushing your teeth, tying a shoelace) - with System 2

Pause…and verify

thinking – slower, conscious, and requiring more effort to solve more complicated

When paying suppliers online,

challenges (for example, choosing between insurance plans). While System 1

verify the invoice and bank

thinking is fast and reflexive, it can be advantageous to prompt people into a

account via an alternative

more conscious thought process for more reasoned thinking and decision making.

method, like text or phone.

19

Nudge
People are usually more vulnerable to scams and phishing when
they’re busy and on ‘autopilot’ mode (during System 1 thinking).
Even the most security conscious and capable people can
be impacted when they’re not paying attention. Encouraging
a double-check mindset, and getting people to pause and verify,

Responses to a double-check mindset:

can help people switch from System 1 autopilot to a more alert
and discerning System 2 approach.

“If you weren’t expecting it, suss it out.
You look before you jump, so check before you click.”
“We get so busy we can just click something open
and before we know it we are down a rabbit warren…
it’s definitely helpful to stop and think before
you open things.”

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Verify communications

Well suited for a broad audience and

are legitimate before

especially those who may be busy,

taking action

distracted and/or complacent.

”If people are asked to stop and look, and possibly
given the example of the consequences if they hadn’t
taken a pause to check the scenario, then it might
drive home the importance of checking.”
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FROM → Focusing on just ‘what to do’

MOTIVATION

Use powerful analogies
Behavioural insight

Be secure online

Presenting information through analogies and metaphors can help shape how
we think about a topic, and in turn, how we behave. For example, when the brain
is described as a ‘muscle’ that can ‘grow’ with practice, students are more likely

Don’t share information online
with people you don’t know

to understand that intelligence is not fixed, making them more committed
to their learning goals.20

Nudge
Use framing and powerful analogies to bring new meaning to key
actions that can help people be secure online. We know people

TO → What to do and relevant analogy

don’t always grasp the potential risks or threats they’re exposed
to, but using analogies can help people understand the risks
involved, and the required action. Use relevant risk-avoidance
analogies, like physical safety and security, and preventative
analogies like WOFs or spring cleaning.

You wouldn’t give
someone you don’t
know your passport
Don’t share information online
with people you don’t know

Behaviour

Audience considerations

All behaviours

Well suited to a broad audience

CERT NZ
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FROM → No feedback

MOTIVATION

Provide feedback
2FA enabled

Behavioural insight
Providing individuals with information about the consequences of their past
behaviour through feedback is an effective way to enhance learning and prompt

Update complete

greater motivation.21 Whether it’s showing students questions they answered
incorrectly in a practice test to prompt more study, or getting a health result
to encourage healthier choices, feedback can be an effective mechanism for
encouraging behaviour change.

TO → Providing positive feedback

Nudge
Provide feedback to positively reinforce good behaviours.
For example, provide positive feedback for enabling 2FA
and when devices have been updated. As part of the positive
feedback, reiterate why and how this behaviour has kept
the person and others secure.
Build on this positive feedback nudge by including what
next step can be taken to be even more secure online.

Behaviour

Audience considerations

Passwords, updating devices

Well suited for a broad audience

and software, password

and those who may be complacent

managers, reporting, 2FA
and privacy settings.

2FA enabled
Congratulations you’ve added an extra
layer of security to your account.

Thanks for updating!
Your device has been updated with the latest
security features to help keep attackers out.
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Guide to nudging

Explore

A step-by-step guide for applying behavioural
insights to being secure online.

Define

Explore

Design

Test

Explore the context
Using the COM-B model,
explore the barriers and drivers
of the desired behaviour.

CAPABILITY

Refine

•

Do people know how to do the behaviour?

•

Do they know what tools and actions can keep them secure?

•

How can we make it easy to be secure?

OPPORTUNITY

•

How can we best prompt and remind people to take action?

•

How can we use people’s existing context and behaviours
to encourage new actions?

Define

Define the behaviour change objective

•

What is the behaviour we’re trying to encourage?
The audience:

(who/population)

The behaviour:

(what)

The conditions:

(when/where/how)

As measured by:

(indicators and to what extent)

How can people’s social groups help prompt secure actions?

MOTIVATION

•

Are we using the right motivational levers to encourage
people to be secure online?

•

How can we motivate people to be secure when they are busy,
not interested and acting on auto-pilot?

•

How can we reward secure behaviours to encourage further action?
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Guide to nudging continued...

Design

Design the nudge.
Consider what nudge/s will be
most effective for the desired
behaviour and what can be
feasibly implemented.

Test

Test for effectiveness
Set a success measure and test
the nudge for its effectiveness

Set a success measure

Trial first

First determine what success looks

Before it is rolled out at scale,

like. To what extent are we trying to

run a test pilot to work out any

shift the behaviour? By how much?

issues in advance and to get

Which audience in particular?

preliminary results to work with.

Measure the outcomes

Consider the wider context

Determine how to best

Look out for knock on effects and

measure the success of the
CAPABILITY

nudge. Capturing real behaviour
is best practice, but reported

•

Make it the default

•

Overcome ambiguity

•

Framing

•

Make it socially acceptable to

data can still be valuable.

say ‘no’ to phone-scam callers
•

Chunking information

•

Make it easy to report

OPPORTUNITY

Fresh starts

•

Availability heuristic

•

Authority bias

•

Salience

•

Social norms

•

Habit stacking

MOTIVATION

timing of the test period and what
events and activities are on at the
same time. Consider and capture
unintended consequences or flowon effects as a result of the nudge.

Refine

•

wider influences at play. Consider

Refine and scale
Gather lessons learned then look
to scale up and build upon the nudge.

Refine

Combine nudges for impact

Analyse the results to determine

The COM-B model is effective

the effectiveness of the nudge.

because it takes into account

Take the learnings to reassess

the different aspects of behaviour.

and refine.

Build upon one nudge by

Scale up the nudge
•

Make it human

•

Double-check mindset

Consider rolling out the nudge

•

Make it tangible

•

Use powerful analogies

wider, in a different context and/or

•

Make it collective

•

Provide feedback

to a different audience. Consider
what additional resources you
will need to implement the
intervention at a bigger scale.

combining it with another nudge
or a range of different nudges
across the capability, opportunity
and motivational spectrum.
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Research
methodology
Stage 2: Quantitative

A multi-stage, mixed methodology approach

The survey interviewed a nationally representative sample of New Zealanders
aged 18 years and over.
•

Total sample n=1,217

Stage 1: Media discourse and analysis

•

Margin of error at the 95% confidence interval was ±2.8%

TRA conducted desk research (over 30+ websites) across a vast number
of sources where New Zealanders might encounter online security topics.
This included the following sources:

•

Fieldwork ran from 8 to 17 March 2022

•

The data was post-weighted to be representative of the New Zealand
population in terms of age, gender, region and ethnicity.

•

New Zealand media sites

•

International news and magazine sites

An additional survey was used to analyse small to medium-sized businesses
ranging from 0 —100 FTE.

•

Social media sites

•

Government websites

In addition, three interviews heads of security from with large organisations
were interviewed.

•

New Zealand and overseas e-commerce websites

Stage 3: Qualitative and behavioural analysis

•

Internal research documents and existing literature on cyber security awareness

A two-phase approach was taken to gain a deeper overall insight and nuance
into our segments.

Social media, scraping, was used by plugging in key words associated with online
security, allowing TRA to generate a large number of individual articles and blogs
(150+) that captured different conversations New Zealanders would be exposed to
about online security. Media analysis was completed in February and March 2022.
In addition, three cyber security experts were interviewed.

Focus group discussions
•

5 focus groups

•

5 per group, total of 25 participants

•

1.5 hours each session

Four-day monitored online tasks to understand behaviour
•

Capturing participants’ behaviours and perceptions of online security.

•

Capturing behavioural responses to nudges and interventions.

•

Literature review and behavioural analysis of the nudges and interventions.

Within the bounds of segment qualifying criteria, including a mix of location,
age, gender and ethnicity across the sample.
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About us
CERT NZ is New Zealand’s Computer
Emergency Response Team. We work
to support businesses, organisations
and individuals who are affected
(or may be affected) by cyber security
incidents. We provide trusted,
authoritative information and advice,
while also collating a profile of the
threat landscape in New Zealand.

TRA (The Research Agency) is an insights agency.
We use our understanding of human behaviour
to identify opportunities for organisations
to grow.

For more information see cert.govt.nz

For more information see theresearchagency.com

While we make extensive use of research,
data analytics, strategy and planning tools,
the distinguishing feature of our work is our
knowledge of human behaviour.
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